Request for Direction
Subject: Bear Street Shared Street Concept
Presented to: Governance & Finance
Committee
Submitted by: Darren Enns, Manager of
Development Services

Date: January 28th, 2019
Agenda #: 7.2

RECOMMENDATION
That the governance and finance committee direct administration to seek public feedback on
proposed Design Option 1 A Shared Space with Banff Refreshing Standards and proposed Design Option
2 Banff Refreshing with Shared Space Principles for the 200 Block of Bear Street.
BACKGROUND
Reason for Report
This report seeks direction from council to proceed with public feedback on a shared street design
concept for the 200 Block of Bear Street.
Redevelopment proposals for Bear Street date back to the Downtown Enhancement Concept Plan
(DEC) of the early 1990s. The DEC plan evolved following the construction of four prototypes to
form the template for the redevelopment of 100 and 200 Blocks of Banff Avenue (Banff Refreshing)
and continues to serve as a reference point for capital reinvestment in streetscapes throughout the
downtown core.

Bear Street Looking North – Downtown Enhancement Concept Plan (1992)
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In 2013, the Transportation Master Plan recommended that Bear Street be explored as a candidate for
a shared street:
Consider Bear Street as a candidate for a traffic calmed or Woonerf /shared street design and review options
to facilitate redevelopment of the street in stages so as to create an environment that will foster pedestrian and
bicycle accommodation, provide a parallel route and destination to Banff Avenue, and will serve a central
place making purpose.
In response, Council passed motion COUN14-357 in 2014 which stated:
“Moving PW-100-10 Banff Refreshing Phase 3 to a year post 2020 determined to be the best fit by
administration” and “adding PW133-14 Bear Street Woonerf to the capital budget and allocating $250,000
to 2017 and $3,500,000 to 2018 for the project”.
Based on this direction, a multi-year shared street trial was implemented in order to test pedestrian
circulation and vehicle patterns, introduce a graduated approach to change, and to allow for public
review and opinion prior to proceeding with capital reinvestment.
Summary of Issue
A shared street is often referred to as a pedestrian-priority street. Its origins are based in the concept
of a "woonerf," which is a Dutch term loosely meaning "street for living." Shared streets envision an
integrated space to better balance the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, and low-speed motor vehicles
and typically lack signs and markings necessary for the operation of conventional streets, with users
instead guided by the physical design of the street. The intended result is that the street and any
adjacent commercial businesses are more amenable to pedestrian and bicycle use.
The Bear Street woonerf / shared street trial has proceeded each summer from 2015-2018 and
involved the replacement of 16 on-street parking stalls with landscape, public seating, and seating for
sidewalk cafes. Regulatory signage was put in place to assert pedestrian primacy throughout the street,
with vehicles being required to yield to both pedestrians and cyclists. The physical design principles
behind the Bear Street woonerf trial were comparable to those of Banff Refreshing, which replaced
former parking lanes with high quality pedestrian amenities that have become much desired by both
visitors and residents.
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Administration sought feedback from the trials through a series of surveys, the results of which were
presented on June 11, 2018, (see report attached as Appendix C). This survey was sent out to 373
business license holders in September 2017 which were pulled from the business license database. Of
the 373 business emails sent out, 44 were identified as Bear Street businesses. Unfortunately, the
business license database does not include doctors, accountants, and lawyers, all of whom are exempt
from obtaining a business license through provincial legislation. As a result, none of these business
types in Banff would have received a survey link, including those located along Bear Street.
Additionally, some of the email addresses from the business license database were identified after the
fact as being no longer in use. From the responses received, support for a permanent shared street
was common across all groups; residents, visitors, and businesses, with the strongest support coming
from visitors.
In addition to the survey results, the June 11, 2018, Council meeting also involved the presentation of
3 options around parking on a redeveloped Bear Street. These were:
1. Include up to 2 handicapped parking stalls and no parking / loading stalls;
2. Include up to 2 handicapped parking stalls and up to 4 parking / loading stalls;
3. Include up to 2 handicapped parking stalls and an alternate number of 4 parking / loading
stalls;
Council opted for Option 1 through the following motions:
COU18-158 Moved by Councillor DiManno that council direct administration to include two on-street
handicapped parking stalls in the design of the Bear Street Woonerff.
CARRIED
COU18-159: that council direct administration to include zero on-street 15-minute parking/loading stalls in
the design of the Bear Street Woonerff.
CARRIED
Standish and Christensen opposed
(Poole absent due to declared conflict)
In addition, the Streetscape Design Guidelines project was before Council in March of 2018 and
involved a presentation covering definitions for all of Banff’s streets, which administration was
directed to use to guide design work:
COU18-78
Moved by Councillor Standish that council approve the proposed street types and associated
definitions presented, and direct administration to use this information to develop a set of design principles and
concept cross section designs for each street type.
CARRIED
In this report, Bear Street was defined as a “Downtown Street” which was intended to accommodate
walking, cycling and transit with a high priority:
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Based on Council direction and the experiences of the 2015-2018 trial, administration issued a Request
for Proposals in July and entered into a contract with a Landscape Architecture / Engineering team
in August. Some of the project goals expressed in the RFP included:
• To significantly increase the amount of pedestrians and activity on Bear Street.
• To remove the traditional segregation of motor vehicles, pedestrians and other road users.
• To better improve pedestrian access by eliminating continuous curbs, creating a situation
where drivers and pedestrians are placed on the same level, and pedestrians are comfortable
moving throughout all portions and all directions of the street including vehicular travel paths.
Vehicles take a secondary to both pedestrians and cyclists and are directed by street furniture,
trees, rundle boulders and varied pavement treatment.
• To deliberately break up driver sight lines or use of features that serve a dual purpose of
slowing traffic while providing amenities that create places for play, resting, and gathering for
residents/visitors. Examples of such features would be benches, street lighting, public art,
bollards, bike corrals and planting.
• To improve road safety and traffic flow by encouraging negotiation of shared areas at
appropriate speeds and with due consideration for the other users.
• To expand the pedestrian realm of Bear Street in order to improve visitor and resident
experiences and build upon the success of Banff Refreshing in the 100 and 200 Blocks of
Banff Avenue.
• To improve economic conditions for businesses within the area by creating new public spaces
and outdoor seating areas, and reinforcing connections/circulation between neighborhood
destinations and adjacent streets, retail and restaurant land uses. An ultimate metric of success
for this project will be increased use of Bear Street by pedestrians relative to Banff Avenue.
The design project’s physical scope was defined as the entire 200-block of Bear Street and also
included the intersection areas at both Wolf Street and Caribou Street, the commercial lane between
the 200-block of Banff Avenue and Bear Street, as well as the sections of Wolf Street and Caribou
Street connecting to the existing Banff Refreshing area. The construction scope and associated budget
includes the area shown in red on the plan below, and includes deep utilities and surface
reconstruction.
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The consultant team and administration progressed through the design process throughout the fall of
2018, resulting in two draft design concepts for the subject area. While only one design concept was
envisioned in the RFP, administration believed that having multiple concepts on-hand would help
instigate a more robust conversation around different approaches to achieving the project goals.
It is important to appreciate that the design process recognized that many elements of the Banff
Refreshing standard have been in place for almost 15 years, and in administration’s opinion are
fundamentals which should not be altered. These include:
•

Shifting vehicular space to pedestrian and amenity space;
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•
•
•
•

Safer crossing environments for pedestrians;
Introduction of vegetation to the streetscape;
A pedestrian scale for paving patterns; and,
Introduction of standard Banff-refreshing street furnishings (benches; lighting; waste bins).

Departing from these principles would create a disjointed streetscape within Banff’s relatively compact
downtown core and should be avoided. Elements that are variable include:
• Number and location of on-street loading;
• Quantity and positioning of business-dedicated seating/tables;
• Number and placement of landscaping elements, waste receptacles, public seating;
• Positioning of vehicle travel lanes, within safety requirements;
• Accommodating seasonal changes; and,
• Orientation of paver patterns.
Design Option 1 – A Shared Space with Banff Refreshing Standards

Design Option 1 is visually recognizable through its “pixelated” paving pattern, which is intended to
serve as a visual cue to encourage random pedestrian movements. Option 1 extends its design into
the intersections of Wolf and Caribou, which are intended to serve as visual cues for users of those
streets to enter into the unique environment of Bear Street. Travel lanes for vehicles on Bear Street
are non-linear, with a central chicane breaking up the north-south view axis and thereby slowing down
vehicle speeds. Landscaping is provided at varying distances from building frontages, which creates a
degree of variability for vehicle operators and also provides shelter for seating, whether it be for the
general public or for dedicated café seating. Pedestrian permeability is high, and as mentioned above
is reinforced through the zig-zag paving pattern. Pedestrian connections to Banff Avenue are
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emphasized with two new pedestrian paths along the edges of the parking lot, which in turn connect
to existing movement paths on adjacent private properties. Parking is provided as per Council
direction, with 2 on-street handicapped stalls remaining on Bear Street as well as a reconfigured surface
parking lot which results in a reduction of 4 off-street stalls. While the reconfigured surface parking
lot results in 4 less off-street stalls, it is administration’s opinion that these could be easily reintegrated
into the lot adjacent to the laneway. Both Options 1 and 2 utilize a Banff Refreshing standard along
Wolf and Caribou Streets between Bear Street and the existing Banff Refreshing area, although it is
worth noting that funding is not in place at this time for these pieces.
Design Option 2 – Banff Refreshing with Shared Space Principles

Design Option 2 is marked by a more formal, diagonal paving pattern which is intended to build on
the character of the Banff Refreshing standard. Similar to Option 1, this approach is intended to
encourage pedestrian movement across Bear Street in accordance with shared street principles. The
paving pattern extends from property line to property line in order to reinforce this idea. Travel lanes
for vehicles are more linear in this option, again with a central chicane feature breaking up the view
axis and slowing down vehicle speeds. Landscaping is provided within Banff Refreshing style boulder
pods, which are placed at more regular distances from building edges than in Option 1. Option 2 does
not extend its design into the intersections of Wolf and Caribou in order to provide greater consistency
between the along these east-west movement corridors and to better integrate with the (potential)
Caribou / Lynx redevelopment and its associated Banff Refreshing standard. Public and café seating
is arranged throughout, with a high degree of flexibility in arrangements permitted by the uniformgrade surface. East-West pedestrian movement is emphasized with two new pedestrian paths along
the edges of the surface parking lot, which in turn connect to existing movement paths on adjacent
private properties. Parking is provided as per Council direction, with 2 on-street handicapped stalls
remaining on Bear Street. The reconfigured surface parking lot results in 4 less off-street stalls,
although it is administration’s opinion that these could be easily reintegrated into the lot adjacent to
the laneway.
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Both options make use of 3.0m, bi-directional travel lanes with pedestrian / seating / landscape areas
approximately 6.0m in width on both sides of Bear Street. Travel lane widths have been reviewed by
Engineering and emergency service providers and address operational requirements of the fire
department.

In contrast, Bear Street in its current format dedicates approximately 13 metres (or 72% of its width)
to vehicular space, which for comparison is the total width of all 4 travel lanes on Banff Avenue.

Renderings have been provided to illustrate the potential view from the street, and also serve to
emphasize some of the basic design principles such as the single grade to encourage pedestrian
permeability. It should be noted that these renderings exclude some components of the final design
(e.g. stormwater infrastructure) as these have not yet been fully developed.
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Option 1 and 2 – Commonalities
There are a number of similarities between both Options, as highlighted in the table below.
Topic
Travel lane
widths
Surface
material
Pedestrian
environment
adjacent to
buildings width

Option 1
6 metres

Option 2
6 metres

Unit pavers

Unit pavers

5.9 metres to 6.1
metres

5.9 metres to 6.1
metres

Notes
As per emergency services
requirements
Fine grained pedestrian feel to
the street
Walking areas and landscape /
seating areas vary over the
length of Bear Street
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Off-street
parking lot
(stalls)
On-street
parking (stalls)

48 stalls

48 stalls

4 less stalls than existing parking
lot inventory (52).

2 handicapped stalls

2 handicapped stalls

Landscape
pods (#)
Café Tables (4toppers)

23 pods

16 pods

As per Council direction.
Proposed locations near Wolf
and Bear Mall and Brewster
Mountain Lodge
Vary in size / configuration

44 tables

38 tables

Lighting

Tree-top light
standards as per
Banff Refreshing

Tree-top light
standards as per
Banff Refreshing

Both designs allow for
significant variability in café
seating
Will conform to Street Lighting
Policy

Both options represent a significant shift towards a pedestrian focussed design for Bear Street, in line
with the principles of Banff Refreshing and the DEC plan. A single-plane street surface with reduced
parking and increased landscaping and amenities will serve to increase pedestrian comfort, and
respond to the direction provided to date. Included as Appendix D is correspondence from members
of the design team (Wayfinders / Knowledge Centre) providing an opinion on the two different
concepts.
Communication
Street reconstruction projects in Banff can have a significant impact on residents, visitors and adjacent
businesses. Administration recommends moving forward with public involvement based on the
following objectives to help shape the Bear Street woonerf / shared-street concept, and identify any
issues to mitigate or address:
• Informing the public about requirements for the project;
• Identifying options for the Bear Street shared-street concept; and,
• Seeking public feedback on design options.
Public involvement in shaping the design are recommended to include:
• Stakeholder focus group/workshop involving businesses and organizations on Bear Street,
clients/customers of Bear Street tenants, and property owners along Bear Street. (A similar
initiative was the Formula Business Working Group, which was an appointed group of
public members who examined a specific issue and reported back to Council.)
• Resident information and feedback sessions, online questionnaire, on-street surveys and
kiosks (Examples of similar initiatives include the Land Use Bylaw review of 2010); and,
• Visitor intercept surveys and kiosks.
Response Options
Council may provide additional direction to administration on any aspect of this report.
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IMPLICATIONS OF DECISION
Budget
The total approved budget for the Bear Street shared space project is $6,401,150. The public outreach
component will proceed using in-house resources and is not expected to require additional funding at
this point.
Banff Community Plan
Transportation goals and objectives:
• Provide a transportation system that encourages and complements pedestrian movement
and cycling.
• Improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and enjoyment by creating a defined and continuous
system of pathways throughout the town.
Commercial development goals
• Banff will remain competitive with other worldwide visitor destinations.
Council Strategic Priorities
This trial project would support Council’s strategic priorities of:
1- ‘Toward a Sustainable Transportation System” – Using street design to increase the mode shift to
active transportation.
2- ‘Toward Economic Prosperity’, by increasing the economic value derived from tourism,
increasing public and private investment and re-investment in infrastructure, and showcasing
Banff as a leader in hospitality and environmental practices and fostering year-round tourism
and related economic activities.
3- ‘Park and Walk - A Walkable Community’ by encouraging residents and visitors to travel more
sustainably, and leave their vehicles behind and by providing additional bike parking.
Attachments
• Appendix A – Preliminary Design Options (Plan View)
o Design Option 1 - A Shared Space with Banff Refreshing Standards
o Design Option 2 - Banff Refreshing with Shared Space Principles
• Appendix B – Complete Landscape Architecture Conceptual Design
• Appendix C – June 11, 2018 Council Report and Survey Results
• Appendix D – Dec. 9, 2018 Correspondence from Wayfinders / Knowledge Centre for
Shared Space
Circulation date:
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Darren Enns,
Manager of Development Services
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Robert Earl, Town Manager
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